WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT COURSES OFFERED BY
CYBERLAW UNIVERSITY?


It gave me a little more background on the countries that have started their cyber
security laws and that it is constantly changing.1
Frances O'Rourke



So far it's interesting info but not tangible enough to transfer into my own and my
coworkers reality. Living in Canada, I need to find what apply's in our country. This
course is a nice starting point since it opens our eyes at the immense challenge
surrounding cyber laws.2
Raymond Seguin



Expectation was met as it presented a neat peep into the world of cyber and the
emerging legislation surrounding this discipline. The course has given me confidence
to pursue more interest in this discipline.3
Vanessa



The first few videos where cut off therefore missing information. other than that, very
interesting and well explained.4
Matthew Kaye



This course has been excellent, the information is presented clearly and in a straight
forward manner. I am engaged with the course and enjoying what I am learning.5
Scott Palus



Very good course. It helped me with expanding my personal understanding related to
Cyber Security Law.6
Vidhi S
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Good lecture. Got some generalized perspective. Sir, if you can get us professional
courses that can help us.7
Kapil Naresh



It gave me a little more background on the countries that have started their cyber
security laws and that it is constantly changing.8
Frances O'Rourke



Good with more detailed explanation of cyber-attacks with rules and regulations of
government but with practical lessons will helps a lot, Thanks for the course9
Vijay HP



All thanks to duggal sir for amazing content, one can easily understand about basic
cybersecurity and cyberlaws. Thumbs up?10
Nickhil sharma



This course was very interesting and thought provoking. The presenter is well versed
in the content. Thank you!11
Kelly Gibson

 CYBER LAW FOR EVERY PROFESSIONAL
Description12
In this course, the students will get to appreciate the growing dependence on electronic data
and the internet and the need for professionals to be knowing about cyber legal frameworks in
today’s context. In any and every professional working in whatever profession, needs to know
about cyber legal ramifications of their activities in the electronic ecosystem as also in
cyberspace, otherwise, they could potentially be exposed to a lot of undesirable legal
consequences, both civil and criminal. Further, the societal and reputational aspects of such
ignorance of cyber legal requirements could massively and prejudicially impact a
professional’s reputation and business prospects, both in the present and also in the future.
Hence, in this course, professionals will be sensitized on what all they need to know about
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Cyberlaw jurisprudence. How Cyberlaw is impacting their day-to-day professional activities
and what all they need to be careful of while doing activities in the electronic format. After
doing the course, the professionals will be far more empowered as they will be sensitized about
the various cyber legal ramifications of their activities in cyberspace and the electronic
ecosystem. After doing the course, the professionals will be in a far better position to navigate
the various legal challenges that they face pertaining to their activities in cyberspace. This
course is an absolute must for all professionals of any profession who are dealing with
electronic data and also use computers, computer systems, computer networks, computer
resources, communication devices, the internet and also data and information in the electronic
form.13


El trainer da una amplia vision de los origenes de la ciberseguridad y la necesidad de
que la legislación tanto civil como lawful se actualicen a los cambios que generan los
ataques a la información y la infraestructura TI14
Herlinda Vite:



Currently a days the course was really pertinent as well as the majority of individuals
does not recognize concerning the regulations in cyber security.Cyber Security Law
course is aiding to enhance my Knowledge concerning cyber safety and security. 15
Prabin K F:



I searched as the means Mr. Pavan highlighted and also described cyber safety and
security legislation, this has actually aided me much better recognize the cyber safety
and security regulation in my nation Uganda. with the instances of Germany and also
China we truly have much to do. Many Thanks Mr Pavan Duggal16
Raymond Sekyewa:



Quite appreciated this intro on Cyber Safety Legislation. The course provides you a
basic concept of the self-control and also exactly how it shows up in the International
System.
It is a brief and also basic 40 mins talk that spikes your passion as well as makes you
research study for even more extensive information.
Joana Catela:
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Outstanding, fast, as well as most notably understandable. Has great deals of more
analysis entailing the issue installed in the course.
Christopher Mollfulleda:



the course is very helpful who is not knowing anything about the Cybersecurity Law..
inshort it is for the beginners.. as i am also an beginner to the Cybersecurity Law’s..
Even though pavan sir explained it very beautifully.. but as I wanted to know how the
“Indian Cybersecurity Law is…?” I wanted to know it so badly..
But Pavan sir Didn’t explained about the Indian Cybersecurity Law.
Overall approach is Excellent..17
Sourabh Kulkarni:



I want to keep learning about the Law aspect of the cyber security industry as a whole.
Being in this field, there is a very large gap between us, who systematically collect the
data as it relates to which ever case we are working on and the Attorneys who we hand
the information off to. A Lawyer who practises in this field most certainly should have
either come directly from OPSEC or is continually training in Technical Recognizance
and the tracking of misused proprietary informatics.18
Eric J. Jung:



Learned that each individual country is enacting their own Cyber Security laws. The
lecturer feels that there should be a universal approach to formulating such laws so that
all countries can benefit from such uniformity.19
Mahmood Ali:



Yes it was very good ..examples that sir was explaining was something that easy to
comprehend and relate to20
Shailee Rungta:
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This is a good way to understand Cyber-Security and its features in our Internet
espionage world!21
Stephen Ghimiray:



I dont know anything about the subject so this lecture helps create a foundation22
Damon Van Der Walt:



Good course …. pace of the course is good. content and resources are useful23
Nanda:



The course is well structured, and I find the explanations to be easily understandable
even to a beginner24
Ana Maria Bobocea:



I found this a very enjoyable and informative course. I greatly enjoyed the professor’s
steady explanation of the topic. Thank You sir!25
Richard Williams:



Absolutely, it is an awesome course. Very clear in the concept. Short and accurate.26
Ankit Kumar Singh:



Everything about this course is great. I mean everything.
Thanks a lot27
Emmanuel Wiafe:



very good material very knowledgeable about international cybersecurity law.28
Michael Sullivan:
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 Time for a new job? Check out 16 cybersecurity courses on the basics, SOC skills,
and new privacy rules29

Cyberlaw, Cybercrime, and Cybersecurity in the Coronavirus Age
This Udemy course is for anyone interested in understanding the cyberspace related
ramifications that have begun to start emerging in the coronavirus age. This course is designed
for IT professionals, managers, government employees, law students, legal professionals, and
lawyers interested in knowing about the legal, criminal and cybersecurity developments related
to the coronavirus.
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 10 Best Law Courses, Training, Classes & Tutorials Online30
Course Name

Enrolled Students Reviews
(Count)
(count)

1. CYBER SECURITY LAW BY DR. PAVAN
DUGGAL – CYBERLAW UNIVERSITY

15542+

1+

2. Trademark Law for Entrepreneurs

13389+

507+

3. How To Master The Law of Attraction- Abundance

12930+

524+

4. Napoleon Hill’s 13 Laws of Success (Think and Grow
9188+
Rich)

86+

5. Launching a Successful 21st Century Law Practice

8500+

254+

6. Social Media Monitoring and Privacy Law

7709+

272+

7. EU Privacy Laws & AWS: Build Compliant Data
Architectures

6707+

142+

8. Breakthrough Research Discoveries & Laws of Human
4273+
Nature

55+

9. Why the Law of Attraction Fails You and What to Do
4177+
about It!

80+

10. 7 Day Law of Attraction Manifestation Program

52+

3906+

 CYBER SECURITY LAW BY DR. PAVAN DUGGAL – CYBERLAW
UNIVERSITY – Free Course31
The proposed course is a short course of 30-45 Minutes wherein any person can get an
overview of the broad principles pertaining to cybersecurity law evolving internationally.
Since cybersecurity is becoming extremely important and breaches of cybersecurity are
constantly increasing, there is a need for stakeholders to be aware of the legal and policy
nuances pertaining to cybersecurity breaches and further to inform the attendees of what further
needs to be done of the broad principles that they need to understand while dealing with
cybersecurity ecosystem in terms of legal nuances.
The course is a basic course where complicated issues are sought to be explained in simple
language to enable to understand the relevance and significance of cybersecurity law.
Who this course is for:
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Students above 9 yrs of age



Paralegals



Researchers
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Judges



Lawyers



Employees of organisations



Corporates, Chief Information Officer, Chief Information Security Officer and Chief
Financial Officer



National Security Advisor

Featured review
Udemy Free Course:: https://www.udemy.com/course/cyber-security-law/

